
Defeating spiritual warfare 
and 

witchcraft
WORKSHOP



Spiritual Warfare



My people perish from lack of knowledge Hosea 4:6



Angels Demons



In order for us to understand Spiritual Warfare and Witchcraft we first need to lay down the
foundation of the beginning. We need to understand the origin of demons, how they operate in
our lives and also the function of Angels.  

On the 6th day of creation, God declared everything to be "very good." Genesis 1:31 God saw all
that he made, and behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was morning, on
the sixth day.  Sometime after that, satan rebelled against God and was cast out of heaven.  Jesus
witnessed the event.

Luke 10:18 And he said to them, "I was watching satan fall from heaven like lightening.

2 Peter 2:4 For God did not spare angels when they sinned, but cast them into hell and
committed them to pits of darkness, reserved for judgement. When satan fell, 1/3 of the angels
followed him and became demons. So two thirds remained loyal to God and are called Holy
Angels. 

Mark 8:38 For whoever is a shamed of me and my words in this adulterous and sinful generation,
the Son of man will also be ashamed of him when he comes in the glory of his father with the
Holy Angels. 



In order to gain understanding of our enemy it helps to understand the Angels that are in service to
Yahweh and his people.  Im going to give you some biblical facts

CHERUBIM IS MENTIONED 33 TIMES IN THE BIBLE. THEY HAVE MULTIPLE FACES, BUT THE FACES VARY
IN NUMBER AND NATURE. 
THEY ALSO GUARD SACRED SPACES. (TEMPLES, THRONE ROOMS, CITIES AND GATES) 
GEN. GEN 3:24 3:24 
THEY SUPPORT GOD'S THRONE 2KI 19:15, PS 18:10, ISAIAH 37:16 
THEY ALSO PLAY A PART IN JUDGEMENT EZ 10
SATAN WAS A CHERUB EZ 28:16
BY THE ABUNDANCE OF YOUR TRADE, YOU WERE INTERNALLY FILLED WITH NO VIOLENCE, AND YOU
SINNED, THEREFORE I HAVE CAST YOU AS PROFANE FROM THE MOUNTAIN OF GOD. AND I HAVE
DESTROYED, O COVERING CHERUB, FROM THE MIDST OF THE STONES OF FIRE 

ARCHANGELS ARCH= CHIEF
ARCHANGEL MICHAEL OVERSEES ISRAEL DANIEL 10:13, 12:1

GUARDIAN ANGELS THESE ANGELS GUARD HIS PEOPLE 
WE ARE ASSIGNED OUR OWN PERSONAL GUARDIAN ANGEL PSLM 91:11-12 

 



Angels are spiritual
beings without a
physical body, but can
take on human form
Hebrews 13:2

The Bible doesn't
specifically list the
hiarchey of Angels. The
Rank of Angels is a
proposition of Christian
theology. The different
types of Angels are
listed in the Bible
however.  

Seraphim Name means the burning ones, and they are Attendents at the
Throne of God. They praise God singing,"Holy, Holy, Holy is the Lord
of Hosts!" Isaiah 6:1-7 

Cherubim Name means the Fullness of Wisdom, and they complete God's
providence.  Assigned to protect special places. 
Exd 25:18-21, Ezk 10:14, Rev 4-6

Thrones Represent the steadfastness of the love of God. The contemplate
God's power and judgement, and they appear as the most unlike
the others when revealed. Ezk 10:17, Col 1:16, Dan 7:9

Dominions Lord over the lower choirs and humanity.  They take illumination
from the higher hierarchies and govern the universe. Ephesians
1:21, Col 1:16

Run the operation of movement in the universe. They are often
associated with planets, elements, seasons and nature. Eph 1:21Virtues

Powers
Assist in governing the natural order. They are warrior angels
tasked with fighting the war against the demonic choirs Eph 3:10,
Eph 6:12 

PrincipalitiesPrinces of the lowest triad assigned to care and guard
communities, kingdoms, states, and parishes. They associated with
transitions in power .

Angels

Archangels Leader angels assigned to communicate and carry out God's
important plans for man. Michael, Gabriel, and Rafael are the only 3
names we know. Jud 9, 1 Thes 4:16 

Angeles are closet to the material world and humanity. The lowest
choir is where we get the majority of our personal guardian Angels.  
Luk 22:43,Mat 18:10, Heb 13:2 
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Demons/Fallen Angels



Demons primary objective is to carry out the will of Satan on earth. 

DEMONS ARE ABLE TO TAKE SHAPE, FORM AND BE VISIBLE TO HUMANS
15 Then a spirit passed by my face; the hair of my flesh bristled up. Job 4:15

DEMONS MAY BE EXERCISED, OR DRIVEN OUT
Careful to drive out demons from those who want to be delivered. We have a warning from Jesus in the
book of Matthew. 
45 Then it goes and takes along with it seven other spirits more wicked than itself, and then go in and
live there, and the last state of that man becomes worse than the first. That is the way it will also be with
this evil generation Matthew 12:45 

DEMONS LIVE TO DECEIVE PEOPLE INTO WORSHIPPING THEMSELVES 
1 Corinthians 10:20-21

THE BIBLE TEACHES THAT DEMONS CAN INHABIT ANIMALS 
Matthew 8:31

SATAN AND HIS DEMONS NEED LEGAL ACCESS TO ENTER  A PERSON, AN
INVITATION OR OBVIOUS UNREPENTANT SIN. WE HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO
CAST THESE DEMONS OUT 
Matthew 10:0:1  Mark 6:13 Mark 16:17 

 





Chief of order, time, place or rank (the demonic brains
behind evil strategies)

Rulers

Those demons who exert the authority or right delegated. 
High-ranking, evil, supernatural powers, as well as the power of sin 
and evil in operation in the world.  

Minions/Assignments

Powers

Principalities

Lower ranking demons assigned to specific tasks, most common when doing 
deliverance. 

This might include any of the above high ranking officials who might 
be considered a "ruler", or even things like the various forms of occultism 

or witchcraft or divination. These practices derive their power from the previous demonic kingdoms
and sources, thus are knowingly or unknowingly victims and slaves to their evil agenda.  Nonetheless,
the human practitioner still "rules" the darkness in this age by giving these non-physical entities  
access to our physical world in ways that permit them to do more damage in it.  

JURISDICTION OF EVIL 



TheMarineKingdom



The Marine Kingdom has been portrayed as a myth in cartoons, movies and in pop culture for decades.
But what has been deemed as a myth in America, has been very real to many different cultures or
communities across the world for centuries. It also has been real to the many Christians who are
tormented by this Kingdom sexually. There are principalities and spirits in the water that have jurisdiction
over the oceans and the seas. There have been several accounts of Fisherman across the world who have
claimed to have experiences with beasts of the sea.  They have shared testimony of hearing Sirens in the
water or encountering a very large snake in the sea. 

Ancient cultures and mythology have many references regarding the God's they worshipped that came
from the Sea. There are religions today such as Santeria and Yoruba that worship the Goddess of Oshun or
Mamiwata who are Water Gods. 

We see examples in the bible of Jesus rebuking what was in the waves and water of the sea, before
reaching a demon possessed man on land. When Jesus commands those demons to leave, they beg and
plead with him to allow them to enter into pigs, when Jesus allows them, they then cause the pigs to jump
in the sea. The bible discusses Leviathan the serpent of the sea,  Dagon, the Philistine god that was known
to the world in that time as a Merman.  

 



Job 26:5 Dead things are formed from under the waters, and the inhabitants thereof. 

Elliots Commentary:
(5) Dead things are formed.—The Hebrew word is the Rephaim, who were among the
aboriginal inhabitants of the south of Palestine and the neighbourhood of the Dead
Sea, and it is used to express the dead and the inhabitants of the nether world
generally. The word rendered are formed probably means either are pierced or
tremble: that is, they are pierced through with terror, or they tremble, with a possible
reference to the state of the dead as the prey of corruption, though spoken of them
where they are beyond the reach of it. All the secrets of this mysterious, invisible, and
undiscoverable world are naked and open before Him—the grave lies naked and
destruction is uncovered. TheMarineKingdom



We will only be discussing a select amount of demonic principalities, powers and spirits in the
marine kingdom and discuss how they seek to ruin our God given calling, our relationship with
our family and God. Dagon, Queen of the Coast, Mermaids/Sirens, Incubus and Succubus and
Leviathan. 

We are talking about a broad topic that really would take days to break down, so for time
sake....I will put up bible verses that correlate to the mention of these demons for the note
takers and for those who would like to study and go deeper.  



Dagon PHILISTINE'S GOD
-WORSHIPPED IN
ANCIENT SYRIA ACROSS
THE EUPHRATES 
-THE GOD/DEMON HAD
THE BODY OF A FISH WITH
THE HEAD AND HANDS OF
A MAN.

Judges 16:23 
 1 Samuel 5:1-12
2 Chronicles 10:10
 





In the Bible days, Marine Spirits were openly venerated by the Phillistines who also lived by the seas.  
They had open manifestations of the spirit of Dagon.  This is the same spirit that destroyed both Samson
and Saul. Dagon used Deliah as both priestess and agent to take hold of Samson. 

Judges 16:23
Then the Lords of the Philistines gathered them together to offer a great sacrifice unto Dagon their
god, and to rejoice: for they said, our god hath delivered Samson our enemy into our hand.  

We don't hear much about this demon today but its important to mention for context. 



Queen of the Coast 



Queen of the Coast 
is an agent of satan. She is a high level principality that governs over  
the water in the ocean and the sea. The book of Enoch was found in the Dead Sea Scrolls
and is not a canonized book of the bible but the book itself is
referenced in the bible. The book of Enoch Chapter 19:1 And Uriel
said to me: "Here shall stand the angels who have connected
themselves with woman, and their spirits assuming many different
forms are defiling mankind and shall lead them astray into
sacrificing to demons and Gods, (here shall they stand), till the day
of the great judgement in which they  they shall be judged till the
day of the great judgement in which they shall be judged till they
are made an end of. 2 and the women also for the angels who went
astray shall become sirens.  



Commentary: Meaning the Watchers that were sent down to watch over man kind, sinned
against God by laying and marrying with women. These angels were punished by being sent
and locked away under the Euphrates River and the women who layed with these Angels were
punished by being thrown in the sea. 



It is believed that the Queen of the Coast is a Fallen angel. Her kingdom's objective is to ruin
man by using sex and perversion. The demons and spirits that function under her create
legally binding marriages in the realm of the spirit when a person opens a door to sexual sin.
If married, they will seek to destroy the marriage by creating division.   

Mermaids/Sirens 
Mermaids/Sirens lure men with their beauty in dreams. Their spirit will usually posess or
oppress women more than men. They seek out beautiful women who can be used to scatter
homes since the man is the head of the home. Their primary tool is sex. They purposely seek
to frusterate the agenda of God in people. 

Job 26.5 Dead things are formed from under the waters, and the inhabitants there of 

Dead things are formed in the waters beneath the seas, from its womb is the habitation of
two wicked. "Fallen angels" who inhabit these terrains and carry out this cruel operation of
killing greatness in the life of believers. They are unseen to the naked, yet existing with in the
physical sphere.  



NEW



So let's talk about American culture and how Satan has blended Mermaids in our culture
to be fictional, fantasy and harmless. There are many brands and Fortune 500 companies
who are using witchcraft to entice consumers or bewitch them in buying their products. 

I work from home now so this isnt really an issue now but when I owned my insurance
agency and clothing store, every single day before work, I would stop and get Starbucks.
EVERY DAY. I didnt care if I was going to be late for a meeting or to open up. I had to have
it. I was addicted. How many of you are addicted to Starbucks?What is it about Starbucks?
It's not particularly that great to be honest. I perfer Dunkin Donuts.  
 

Lets look at the Starbucks logo. This is todays logo. It shows the Queen of the Coast. We
know this by her crown and a few other details. We see she has no shirt or shells covering
her breast but is bare chested with her hair covering her breast. But there is something very
interesting about this logo. What is she holding in each hand? Mermaids are known to have
1 tail, correct? So is she holding up 2 fish? 

I think we will get a better understanding if we look at the old logo.  



OLD



This is the old logo. Starbucks logo has evolved over the years. They changed this logo
because so many customers were complaining that it was too sexual.  Her breast show and
we are able to see what she now is holding up. She has split herself open and holds up each
side of her bottom half because she is inviting something in . 

This is a sexual image and perfectly depicts the Queen of the coast. Could it be that
Starbucks is paying homage to who is worshipped? Could it be that there has been a spell
put on the products of Starbucks. 

Too Far fetched? Who remembers seeing this commercial?  This was an actual commercial
for a Liquid Death commercial of a real ritual. I stopped 30 seconds in because this witch is
rally invoking spirits. Satanist an Occultist are no longer hiding who they serve. Think about
all the people who have drank this drink thinking it was innocent. But they are actually
coming into agreement with this curse. 





So, my brother casted a demon out of our 3 year old niece one time. He had visited a
cousin and noticed she was out of control. He discerned that there was a spirit
attached to her, so when her mother wasnt looking he casted it out of her. How does
a demon get attached to a 3 year?  Let's talk about pop culture. The Little Mermaid
has been a hot topic as of late.  Now I dont remember exactly how the cartoon goes
but from what I remember,  Ariel is a mermaid who is obsessed with humans. She
wants to be a human. She collects human items as souvenirs. Her father King Tritton
forbids Ariel to engage with humans but she just can't help  it. One day Eric, a
fisherman falls into the Ocean and Arial pulls him under. Erick is enamored by her
beauty and her alluring voice, just as men are drawn to the beauty and voice of a
Siren.  The two fall in love. Now Ursela aka Queen of the Coast does witchcraft to
allow Ariel to become human and so the story goes on.  

Hollywood doesnt hide anything. They just brainwash us into believing this is  fiction.
The little Mermaid tells the story of the Marine Kingdom. We need to be careful what
we are allowing our childrens eyes to come into agreement with.  





Incubus and Succubus

 Incubus

Succubus 

MALE

FEMALE



Lilith



These two demons are connected to the marine kingdom and also use mostly sex as its initiating
altar.  The female marine agents enchant men through a demon called Succubi or Succubus,
while the male agents the Incubus enchant women .  These are their alters. They oppress so many
and those who are under its demonic oppression are fearful of confession and openness. They
cause most men and women to defile themselves and also lust after perversion. 

They enter in the life and dreams of those who have a spirit of lust, perversion or who operate as a
familiar spirit through a blood line.  They mascarade in dreams as another person, usually
someone that the person feels comfortable with  such as a soul tie, an ex, a spouse or a friend so
that the victim let's their defenses down in the dream and comes into agreement with the
encounter.  They also will disguise themselves as family members who have passed on and will
seek to deceive you by giving your food or drinks in the dream. They will paralyze you in your sleep
and give you sleep pyralisys. Some people wake up and see them hovering over their bed. Some
wake up with scratches all over their body. The will make masturbation and porn addictive
because its what  feeds them. These demons can even manifest in the natural. Incubus and
Succubus are violators, they are dangerous and will even rape you. 

Share your story the next slides



HOW DO THEY ATTACK?

WARNING!!!!!
ADULT CONVERSATION



DREAMS

-They torment you in your dreams
-They will marry you in your dream 
-Have relations with you
-Will try to feed you or make you
drink (you taking and eating/drinking
creates an agreement)(Remember
the spiritual realm is real) 
-Will try to make men ejaculate to
collect their sperm

HOW DO YOU FIGHT IT?

-You immediately renounce it and come out of 
agreement out loud! 
-"I renounce and come out of agreement with the 
sexual encounter I had in my dream in the name
of Jesus"
-No believer should be having continual sexual 
dreams or nightmares. If you are, this means you 
need to seek deliverance 



SOUL TIES/FAMILIAR FACES

-These demons like to mascaraed
behind the face of a soul tie or an ex
-Like to use family members or
friends who have passed away so you
let your defenses down to make you
feel more comfortable to come into
agreement with them 

HOW DO YOU FIGHT IT?

-Break any soul tie by renouncing the relationship
-Deliverance
-Fasting



MASTURBATION

-They want to keep you bound in sin
and lust so will make you addicted to
masturbation and porn
-They collect sperm
-Wet Dreams are not normal this is
not isolated to just men 
-God designed sex to be between
spirit to spirit, when you masturbate
you are not having sex with just
yourself. You are having sex with a
demon.  

HOW DO YOU FIGHT IT?

-Fasting and self control



Supporting Bible Verses Job 41:1, Isaiah 27:1, Psalm 74:14, Job 41:1, Psalm 104:26 Job 3:8,
Pslam 74:13-14 ( There are more) 

Leviathan



So from the beginning of  time,  serpents have been represented as evil spirits. Satan is often called the
Great Dragon. Leviathan is a spirit of chaos and is linked to a principality. Principalities are of a higher rank
of demonic power. He was once a Prince of the order of Seraphim. The descriptions of Leviathan found in
the book of Job, Revelation and the Talmud all point to a massive creature with impressive power and
strength. But he is no match for God Almighty!

In order to use our authority when coming across this spirit in people we need to understand the
characteristics. This spirit carries similiar attributes to the character to the spirit  of Jezebel. 



Leviathan

THE KING OF PRIDE1.
The spirit of Leviathan is described in Job 41 as a proud creature, with it "back filled
with rows of shields" that spark fear and awe in even the bravest men. It is this pride
that derives it to control its domain and rise above all other creatures
    2. FEAR AND INTIMIDATION
Per Job's description-Leviathan's enormous size, impenetrable skin, roaring voice,
sharp teeth, and mighty claws make it a force to be reckoned with, causing terror
among those who encounter it. Those who come into contact with the Leviathan
spirit will encounter fear and intimidation 
    3. CONTROL
The spirit of Leviathan does not take kindly when someone stands up against it. It will
do what ever it takes to maintain its place of power and control, no matter if that
means intimidation or violence
    4. RESILIENCE
This spirit has the ability to endure great pain and suffering, rarely letting any obstacle
stand in its way for long.  
    



Leviathan

5. POWER
This spirit holds a certain spiritual power over victims who come in contact with it.
The power makes them obey without question and submit to its rule without protest. 
 6.COUNTERFEIT MAJESTY 
Portrays an aire of majesty but really is deceitful
7. FALSE AUTHORITY
This spirit does not like its rule challenged and will do what ever it takes to maintain
its place of power and control.  
8. CHAOS
This spirit brings chaos and destruction, disrupting peace and incites fear and disorder
among those who stand in its path.  
    

Traits from Madeofstill.com 12/29/22



Leviathan

JOHN ECKHARDT'S LIST OF PRIDE CHARACTERISTICS

ANGER    
ANTI-SUBMISSIVENESS
ARROGANCE
BOASTING
CONCEIT
CONTROL
CURSING
DEFIANCE
DESTRUCTION
DISOBEDIENCE
DOMINATION
EGO
FEAR
STUBBORNESS
UNBENDING
UNWILLING TO ADMIT WRONG

    

HARD-HEARTEDNESS
HAUGHTINESS
INDEPENDENCE
INTELLECTUALISM
INTOLERANCE
LOFTINESS
LYING
MANIPULATION
MOCKERY
OBSTINANCY
PERFECTION
PREJUDICE
PRIDE OF KNOWLEDGE
UNWILLING TO APOLOGIZE
UNWILLING TO CHANGE
UNYIELDING

PUFFED UP
RAGE
REBELLION
REJECTION
SCORN
SELF-CENTEREDNESS
SELF-EXALTATION
SELF-IMPORTANCE
SELFISHNESS
SELF PROMOTION
SELF RIGHTEOUS
SHAME
STRIFE
VANITY
WRATH
WITCHCRAFT 



Leviathan

Fasting is often necessary in dealing with this spirit. Through fasting we humble
the soul and fasting helps break the power of pride in our lives. 

Must rip the scales off Leviathan through deliverance (His scales are the demons
that shield him from attack)

REJECTION LUST HURT INSECURITY SHAME FEAR SELF RIGHTEOUSNESS AND
RELIGIOUS SPIRITS ARE USUALLY ENCOUNTERED IN DELIVERANCE.  
    

DEFEAT LEVIATHAN



Dreams



You have entered into the spiritual realm 



The spiritual realm is more real than the natural.  

Dreams are symbolic in nature and usually do not have a literal meaning. They are like a window
into the supernatural world. We encounter heavenly beings in our dreams, both good and evil.  
God uses our dreams to communicate a warning, prophecy, encouragement, instruction and to
give us revelation. The enemy uses our dreams to attack us, to keep us bound in sin and tries to
enter us into covenants. It's an easy way to target us since we are less alert and aware. These
demonic spirits will try to hijack our dream life if we do not stand in our authority or strengthen
our inner man, the Holy Spirit.  



DREAMS COME FROM 3 SOURCES 

1.GOD

2.OUR OWN SOUL
(MIND, WILL, EMOTIONS) 

3. THE KINGDOM OF
DARKNESS



If you want more dreams from the Lord you must develop an intimate relationship with him
otherwise you may be easily deceived. The bible says we need to be aware of Satan's devices
and that his people perish for a lack of knowledge because most believers refuse to go
deeper with him. Not all spiritual matters are in the bible but come from the deeper
revelation of God himself.  Dreams can be used as a tool to enrich your relationship with
Jesus and your life to gain insight and wisdom. 

Daniel is an example of an interpreter of dreams in the bible. He clearly had a strong prayer
life. 
Daniel 6:10 Now when Daniel learned that the decree had been published, he went home to
his upstairs room where the windows opened toward Jerusalem. Three times a day he got
down on his knees and prayed, giving thanks to his God, just as he had done before 

 

HOW DO WE GET MORE DREAMS FROM THE LORD? 
By developing an intimate relationship with the Lord



You must know the character of God by getting this understanding through bible time. We
are spiritually tuned in to God's voice when we understand the character of God. We find
God's nature through the many examples of him interacting with his creation in the bible. We
also understand the heart of God by the examples of dreams in the bible.  

Psalm 119:105 Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path 

 

HOW DO WE  KNOW WE  KNOW OUR DREAM IS FROM GOD? 
BY KNOWING THE CHARACTER OF GOD AND HIS VOICE THROUGH HIS WORD



Being able to defend one's self successfully in Spiritual warfare is done by way of the Holy
Spirit.  The Holy Spirit is our compass and it's where we discern.  So how do we ensure that
we are alert and always ready to take a stance when we are in danger?  
By building up the inner man.  

We do this by living in the spirit. Having a consistent prayer life, worship, reading the word,
fasting and time with the Father in the secret place.  Have you ever had a horrible dream
where you were being attacked and you fought back? Or you rebuked a person or situation in
your dream? These are examples of  the inner-man being strong and aware to fight even
when we can't in the natural. 

Why do we seem to wake up after a bad dream? We must understand the nature of God and
our position and authority in the Kingdom.  Holy Spirit/God wakes us up so we will remember
what we dreamed about so we will immediately rebuke, renounce, come out of agreement or
pray due to the dream. Don't go back to sleep with out either praying or recording your
dream. The next day, ask Holy Spirit to reveal what the dream means.  

HOW DO WE FIGHT AND COME AGAINST DREAMS FROM THE ENEMY? 
BY BUILDING UP THE SPIRIT MAN 



Witchcraft

Luiza S.



SATAN IS AFTER OUR KIDS
Infiltration of Children



Infiltration of Children



"New Age" Practices



YOGA
SANSKRIT

yoga
union

Sanskrit, literally  'union'



Kundalini Spirit



Black Magic, Voodoo, Spells & Word Curses



DEMONS ATTACH THEMSELVES TO FREQUENCIES & PHYSICAL OBJECTS 
ITEMS YOU NEED TO GET OUT OF YOUR HOME RIGHT NOW!!!!

-Dream catchers                                       - Pornography videos
-Saint candles                                             -Movies with satanic rituals
-Harry Potter books                                 (Demons attach themselves to
-Dungeons and Dragons                        music frequencies and objects)                                             
-Mermaid items or toys                         -Pokemon
-Waist beads
-Fraternity, Social society memorabilia
-Evil eyes/Hamsa hand
-Practicing Fung Shui or books
-Cultural artificats shat are linked to false Gods
(Statues, masks, other artefacts)
-Books or objects linked to witchcraft



Battle
TAKE UP YOUR AUTHORITY!!! 



You possess the key 
JESUS has given us the ability to exercise our authority over the 
Kingdom of darkness by the blood of the Lamb.  Jesus told his disciples what they 
bind or loose on earth it would be so in heaven.  

Matthew 16:19 "What ever you bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatever
you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven"

God gives us the leverage and power backed by the word and the name of Jesus to
stand in our authority against demonic forces, illness and the things that impact our
God given destiny. 

Luke 10:19 I have given you authority to trample on snakes and scorpions and to over
come all the power of the enemy, nothing will harm you. 



How do we fight?
You can only be in a battle if you engage in the war. The kingdom of darkness will
always wage war against us, our family and the church. We fight with the: 

THE WORD of GOD (THE SWORD) 
The word of God is living and active. Sharper than any double edged sword, it penetrates

even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow, it judges the thoughts and attitudes of
the heart. Hebrews 4:12

Commit to having God's word stored in your heart!
 

INTERCESSION
Not just intercession but warfare intercession. Intercessory is liken to operate in heavy

artillery of God's warfare. When we intercede we are feeding guns artillery and aiming our
weapons with pinpoint accuracy at our targets to take them out. 



Fasting is the hunger strike against hell. Matthew 17:21 Jesus said that a certain evil
spirit does not go out of a person except by prayer and fasting. Fasting provides break
through in the spiritual realm. 

WORSHIP
Did you know music is a weapon in spiritual warfare in the realm of darkness and light?   

Music created by the children of God with the purpose to glorify the Lord coupled with
your praise and cry has the power to take over demonic territories, knocks down spiritual

walls, delivers and heals.  
 

FASTING

Standing is a spiritual posture. It means that you will not lie down and die nor will you run or
hide from the enemy.  You have instead chosen to use your authority in Jesus Christ to fight

against the kingdom of darkness.  

STAND FIRM



Thank you!

WWW.NEWDAYRESTORATION.COM




